Western States Zonal Forum Agenda February 23-26,2017
Friday: 2/23/2017 Start Time:

12:11

End Time: 4:39

Introductions & Covering Agenda for Weekend
Operational—use of green cards
Introductions
Ground Rules—
Agenda changes?
Q-Some of the reports were sent in later, will they be printed?
A- Ken will tonight from home.

Western States Zonal Forum Agenda February 23-26,2017
Friday: 2/23/2017 Start Time:

12:18

End Time: 4:39

Regional Reports: Discussing Highlights /Q&A Discussion
Bonner Washington/Northern Idaho
Highlights-Jefferson County Service Conference
Early History of NA—Workshop presentation at convention
RD team presented atmosphere of service workshop
Q&A- No questions

So. Cal—Art
Highlights- 21 areas, 1 Spanish speaking area, Region meets monthly, so Cal Reg
Assembly Workshop, called GSRs personally to invite, 85 attended, GSRs appreciated.
Budget off CAR- 2500, CAR yrs., $5000. Region fully funds RD and RDA, no reliance on
world for travel, etc. Activities has full committee now. Trying to get areas to host NA
events in conjunction with the regional activities committee. H&I- $15,000 per yr for
literature. Sponsorship Behind the Walls—52 sponsees, 106 assigned sponsees, other
areas started their own committee for this, and send one person to region to get new
sponsees and report for the area. PI – refuses PR designation. Goes to the county fair,
pride parade, etc. Phone line—struggling, but is 24 hrs., 888 #, live answers. Use
freedom voice for electronic connections. Website—uses the BMLT, posts all area and
regional events to the calendar, linked to the regional website and world for updating.
Convention in Pomona, gave region >$6000. Not as much as usual. Problem with rooms
being used outside of principle. Youth event—Clean, Not Dead at the beach. Cruise
event. Last year donated over 20,000. Prudent reserve is 10,000 for So. Cal region. New
subcommittee, LGBTQ- controversy—is it necessary?
Q&A—LGBTQ—Q. San Francisco had rainbow convention—controversial, lost money,
don’t do it anymore—they could give pros, cons, challenges, help navigate the LGBTQ
thing—A. Also had the spring gathering that was good for a while, and ended, also.
Q—website PSA, how to see and copy? A-- will be sent to George who asked.
Q. Do you have an RSC? A. Yes. Monthly.
Q. Is phone line its own committee, not under PR umbrella? A. Yes, Region refused to do
the PR umbrella.
Q. the original idea was having a convention for LGBTQ, but changed it to
subcommittee, that’s part of the controversy. A. guidelines—one group asked them to
change guidelines to say LGBTQ and any addict, and to remove the rainbow convention
from the guidelines.
Sierra Sage, Dave—
Highlights- Large geographical area. Behind the walls became its own subcommittee, it
got big. As a rural area, there are a lot of prisons. Just Updated website. PR umbrella
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works in this region. Makes it easy to update mtgs., due to weather changing meeting
sites, etc. Treasurer passed away. New judge event, legal ppl. Present what we do when
we don’t work the program, and recovering addicts share what we do when we do work
it. Personal view of how they keep people in service. Is a young area, maybe interaction
between regions could help create desire for service?
Q- For SBTW, does your region make its own guidelines, or copy someone else’s? A. Yes,
might be So. Cal’s not sure.
Dave T- San Diego—Finally have new chair and vice chair, took 10 years. Had 2 years of
no phone line chair, and a 3rd year with no PI chair before people became willing. Found
out these people were not interested in going to regional committee mtg. for 5 hours.
Works so much better now with the PR umbrella. H&I, SBTW, phone line, and website.
Also doing outreach as a way to bring meetings to people who cannot get out of their
hospital room. Other new workgroup—NA youth committee, intent to get youth
involved in service, under the PR umbrella to bring PR presentations into schools. Youth
committee is the first body that uses CBDM in their region 😊this year region is
implementing a new planning process. Beginning this in PR, hopefully it will spread to
other committees. Phone line went to freedom voice. Saving money because of it. Ad
hoc committee for pricing of literature. NAWS increased their prices—BOD increased
even more than NAWS, now there’s surplus cash—alarming. PI has been all about
booth-sitting, now with the new PR umbrella, it’s much better.
Q- Have you moved from calling committees subcommittees to calling them
workgroups? A- sort of, it’s a process, structure has remained the same, just named it
different.
Q- what’s the geographical size of the region. A—not that big, farthest area is about 2
hours away, others are about 30-40 miles away.
Q- are you bringing phone lines back into the outlying areas? A- yes.
Q for the helpline, or any? A. for the helpline.
Q- is the literature held in your office? A. At this time, yes.
Q- I’m not getting emails, can this be fixed. A- we’ll update the email Jane and Tally will
help you- Jane says: Send it to Elaine.
Note: Rio Grande not in
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Region 51, TinaHighlights- Treasury is good. Convention committee is doing well- SBTW- really buzzing
committee. Approved by the Nevada DOC as a volunteer organization- great working
relationship with the professionals. PR—No umbrella yet, have only changed PI to PR—
hottest committee- good leadership. More than doubled the lit racks in so Nevada.
Meeting list is GPS driven, makes meetings easier to find. They were invited to start a
meeting on the reservation! Invited to attend the health fair for PR, went well. Text msg
system, has increased attendance at various committee meetings for service, using as a
reminder service. H&I—new chair, serves 25 panels, 15 are lockdown facilities.
Guideline issues—can we give our phone numbers out? Guidelines say no, but ppl do.
Dennis is Alt RD. Did an area inventory that went well. Made it into something the area
can talk about for the entire year. Challenge is a long story, 2 areas are far, can’t get
anyone from these to show up for anything. CAN area, and St. George. Would like
suggestions to help bring them into the fold.
Q- on text msg, Art asked his web committee to start, wanted info on how to start it up.
A—she will provide the information for the text service.
Q- Hispanic community mtgs—how did you get these started? A—We’ve had them for a
long time, but support and growth not there until recently. Will connect RD with a
Spanish speaking team member.
Q- How did they get the mtg. on the reservation A. it resulted from the health fair
booth, they were asked to help start a meeting the day after that.
Q-- ? A- PR helped with that
Q- personal phone numbers controversy, did you also end up transporting ppl? A no.
They only get people to outside mtgs. if their sponsor takes them, there are no “druggie
buggies”. AA does it and does well, so a lot of people in institutions have AA sponsors
Northern California- Eric
Highlights- State of the union- Region is stable, 782 mtgs per week. Used to meet every
month, now meet 8x per yr. Use the off times for planning, etc., on off-cycle years, still
interested in world issues and news. Following the WSC approach- action plan
prioritization- goals; finding effective leadership, creating effective service, apathy in
service, and things changed – they got done. NCCNA 39 will be held- ? WSLD- seminar
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on the relationship of subcommittees to their parents, NCCNA is huge, subcommittee is
bigger than the region’s service structure—but is still a subcommittee. New committee
members researched the guidelines and brought all back into spiritual line. Better! Circle
of Sisters in 2018—is an honor to be putting it on- they were asked, why not “and a
brother?” Blessed to be supported well through attended services throughout the
region.
Q- what was the demographic info? A- working to do their own scan internally and
survey who is in the room and who is not? Q can you share how you got that info? A yes
Q- symposium? Is that worthwhile? Good to fund multizonal service symposium and
service workers to go to it? A- yes, because it’s multizonal, a good in depth view of the
service work across regions, etc.
Q- circle of sisters tends to conflict with WSZF- have you discussed this with them? A
they have their dates already, but I will tell them.
Q- symposium comments- A- heard may things you would not get form just this side of
the country.
Q- circle of sisters—bid in San Diego, but now the guidelines changed—the region was
responsible for everything, but the circle gets its funds first, then the region- how does
your region feel about that? A- they are paying rent at our RSO, they are holding
fundraisers, these things were reviewed when it was bid, the region is not looking at the
bottom-line perspective, but they haven’t asked for much money yet.
Q- when money is divvied up after, it’s to fund following events, then RSC A- our region
is okay with that.
Q-comment-- suggest to George to go to multizonal symposium, it’s not in the off years,
it’s in the same year as WSC, Florida’s in in the off years. Circle of sisters is autonomous
committee; their guidelines are very different form normal convention committee
guidelines.
Some places it does well, some not so well.
Central California- Rexhighlights- 5 areas, regional committee, convention committee, 7 years, 4th event this
year- 25th anniversary, SBTW not a functional committee—letters are being answered
and people are participating, but not working as a service committee. Many committees
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don’t have a chair that reports to region at this point. Working on this participation
point. Plan to go around and do a scan to see what the needs are. Regional assemble
next month, will do the scan there- off conference not attended as well, will probably
have 50 groups represented. H&I- Support about 106 panels in 40 facilities?
Q- do you have it printed out? A- yahoo acct is locked, can’t right now.
Arizona- StevenHighlights-Geographically diverse- not as diverse in mtgs, only one Spanish speaking
meeting in the whole region. 160 groups. Gathering info around the region about
literature study. Holding assemblies in growing rural communities, asking ppl to attend
webinars. Fellowship dev. workgroup for growing service. Strong interest in the txt msg
thing. H&I – clearance criteria varies per prison, makes it difficult to get into all with any
continuity. SBTW is going well- support 60 facilities this way. PR umbrella model is usedtogether there is more communication. Convention committee is finding that multiyear
contract for hotel is being abused by the hotel, getting charged for things not in the
contract. Gaming laws being researched and incorporated into the guidelines for events.
BOD decisions need to be parliamentary, not CBDM per state law. Starting to have
planning meetings for next learning day, looking to set up separate bank account.
Q- do you put SBTW in H&I? A. yes, is under the regional H&I committee, except one
area is doing it, with regional supervision.
Alaska-FrankHighlights- Largest state. 3rd least populated. Most of the population is on the road
system, just under half in very rural areas. Dave S is Alt. is form Hawaii. 3 areas, mtgs in
outlying areas do not attend region or area service committees. Region meets via
teleconference or would but it’s spotty for reception. Juneau not active for quite some
time, proceeding delicately with that due to distance. Communicating telephonically or
online to help them participate. CAR and CAT reports too complex to discuss through
these methods. Next convention will be in Anchorage. Struggling as a region to fill
service commitments. WSLD helped, WSC helped as well. Working on training and
mentoring, trying not to fill positions with those who don’t have some related
experience. Anchorage not exactly an area, but is a group support forum. Not strong
enough to be an area yet. H&I6

RD team would like to . . . (I feel this is important, but I can’ remember, can you ask
him?)
Has a phone line and ? they share, have an insurance policy, fellowship dev. is struggling
to reach outlying areas. One area is holding onto a large amount of money, against
concepts and guidelines. Kibbik?- Inuit word for messenger feast- is an event, great PR
opportunity. H&I- 3 institutions, have SBTW but not very well run. Alaska court and VA
have asked PR to educate 😊 Began workgroup to develop …. Teleconference
meetings? Alaska wants to host the WSZF
Q- CAR and CAT- we have same problem in rural Nevada- they reviewed the info and
had no vote- is there something we could put out maybe form WS to support areas like
this, a one pager on why people should participate? A—I always end them the short
form, but that doesn’t work well. Need a remote, rural collaboration for these zonal
forums. . . secluded areas have trouble, even when food is offered.
Q, Alaska to Nevada- how do you get rural participation? A Fill a car up and bring people
with you
Q- interzonal symposium comment—large rural areas in other regions use technology,
teleconference to have business meetings, etc. Plains states are very good at making
this work, you could ask them. Reply- I think that’s good, use the technology, get ppl
trained on that technology.
Comment- most groups have the same reaction- helpful to break down the information
into questions, whatever the motion is, ask them, how do you feel about this? RDs then
go to the conference and make decision on how their groups feel about things.
Q—How do you tally for the CAR votes? By area or group? A- we tally by area, and lump
the outlying groups into an area. Need to tease out and understand better. Suggestion:
you could tally by group for the entire region.
Q- rural thing- I agree, we need to get some together that have common challenge to
share the solutions. 2nd—a toolkit that someone in your area came up with, what is
that? Can you share it with us? A- NAWS may be the resource for this toolkit. NAWS
website is not simplistic, it’s complex, takes time to find things.
Q- If your region hosts this event, will you provide parkas and snowshoes? A- get some
long-johns. . .
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Q- Juneau- there was a small fellowship, what happened? A- Juneau RD got upset, and
quit communicating. Now current RD is trying to call people and reach out to reconnect.
Break
Robert- Rio Grande—El Paso is a part of Rio Grande, a part of Colorado is part of this
region, due to the river. No one knows about the Rio Grande region outside of the
adjoining regions, and we would like to change that. We’re strong with the DOC. We
have been getting inmates from prison to attend our H&I workshop due to the good
relationship with DOC. PR really umbrellas this. No PR chair for at least a decade. Would
be nice to have one. Responsibility and commitment- 2 dirtiest words. We do a bad job.
Phone line is great. Brand new website, far more user-friendly. Convention in May.
Inmates get to attend daytime workshops.
Q Who transports the inmates? A- DOC.
Q- do you have a written report, and do you have fliers for your convention? A Flyers
are online, I didn’t bring any. Rgrcna.org has more info.
Q Do the inmates come from prison or jail? A Prison Q- what level security do they come
from? A minimum security, will be adding level 2 security in the future.
Robert-Our region, after having struggled, is finally financially sound.
Pacific cascade-Davidhighlights- Region doesn’t work with neighboring regions. Tried talking about zonal
forum, and gets a lot of “What?” Doesn’t feel info is brought back in a way that people
hear or care about it. No big regional issues at this time- recently lost an area, have 17
areas currently. No uploaded reports since 2012. Didn’t see Feb 14th deadline till last
night. Recently updated website. Region meets quarterly, is a 2-day event for 3/4 of
those. First day is a GSR assembly for those 3, and the one in October is a learning day.
PR umbrella. Not a lot of regional services other than the website and SBTW. No
regionalized phone line. One convention a year. Convention in May in Warm Springs.
Q- No Cal doesn’t think there are any groups there at this time that used to be in Pacific
Coastal. A- I could be wrong
PC region got incorporated 6 yrs. ago.
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Q- what did the RD team present? A- We did all three IDTs. Our region travels,
sometimes it’s in Portland, and sometimes it’s in . . . Starting at noon rather than 8am
worked better for attendance.
Q- How often do you meet? A- Quarterly.
Julie- Cal. Midstate—region meets monthly rotating, Fresno, Modesto, each 3rd,
whichever area has an event at that time, and they feed us. SBTW meets before region.
With the rotating schedule, it’s more likely that sponsors will get re-certified each year.
Events with over 500 are covered at extra cost. File taxes using a CPA. RDs are asked to
come do learning days and other workshops regularly. 5th tradition is popular- any topic
recovery related is fair game. RD team hosted a a professionals meeting, with judges,
treatment professionals, law enforcement and others. Reg assembly is for getting
trusted servants the tools they need in order to serve. Just updated regional guidelines.
Added alt treasurer and one other positon. Several unfilled positions currently. Alt RD
moved out of state.
Q- have you ever developed your own workshops? A- yes, all the time.
Q- Has world asked you to share these? A. yes, I’m supposed to, just haven’t done it yet.
College has taught me a lot about making PowerPoint presentations. Love the NAWS
website for topic presentation material.
Q- How long have you been w/o an AD, and A- 2 months
Q—would you guys come to one of these zonal forums and give a presentation at
workshop that we can take back to our own regions? I would love to.
We don’t have enough H&I in some areas to go into the prisons. The prisons are
beginning to work with us. Bordering areas do let us come and help
Q—The workshops are area driven, how do you get attendance? A. We present at area.
They request us at the area or at their TSLDs. Areas ask to keep it down to 45 minutes.
We like to use the round tables like NAWS does it.
Q- How do you get requests? A We go to ASC, and ask for 15 minutes at the beginning
or the end, and present what’s going on at NAWS. They’re afraid you’re going to take an
hour, so just use 15 minutes.
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Q- Don’t the RCMs do this? A yes, but they dryly read it in a report with other things in
it, so it doesn’t get the coverage, so we go.
Q- Boner, as RD tries to go around to all the areas, and . . . He worked with an RCM, and
talked about an IDT, and they opted for one on guiding principles. I also try to get there
early enough to talk to the chairperson, and say I’m only here to observe, and to answer
questions
Q- James- There are flyers for everyone to grab. We need speakers for our convention.
Please take some flyers back to your region.
Workgroup discussion: what works, participation, and communication
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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Sharing best practices - 1
Step back - 2
Different people discuss structure/admin committee - 0
Continuity and training/fellowship development- training for host region - 7
How could this zone fit in with the WSC/ how could it function - 5
Strong regions- how do they share with the rest - 0
Dense regions helping sparse/rural regions - 0
Goal and action plan/mission based - 7
Admin requires fund flow etc. - 4
Outreach - 1
Regions providing presentations ono new innovative ideas - 15
Achieving unanimity - 0
Having the local fellowship do a presentation - 0
Regional delegate alternate packet - 6
Learn how to teach (Train the Trainer) - 8
Yahoo group (problems) - 1
Representative zone - 0

Western States Zonal Forum Agenda February 23-26,2017
Friday: 2/23/2017 Start Time:

2:50

End Time: 4:39

Workgroup Discussion: What Works, Participation & Communication
2 yrs. ago, we started a workgroup, and it was large, but nothing happened and it took 2
yrs. to get anything done. Large or small workgroups?
History—2008- scanning plan inventory, mission statement just got approved in San
Francisco—these things, we never follow through because of commitments and stuff
like that. Let the youngsters chair, hope they’ll roll through to this.
Guidelines?
Q- Topic came up last item—if nothing’s been done in a year, are we putting the cart
before the horse? There’s a little new direction coming from WSC about this
A—we are doing work on this tomorrow. Do you want to throw out some ideas, and we
could use them tomorrow?
“Our Purpose:
MEMBER REGIONS COLLABORATE, COMMUNICATE, TRAIN AND PLAN TO CARRY OUT
OUR PRIMARY PURPOSE.
Our Mission:
The Western States Zonal Forum is a service-oriented sharing session that joins the
regions of the Western States Zone to collectively share our service challenges and
share our solutions to challenges through annual meetings and ongoing communication.
The Forum provides training opportunities to benefit zonal and local members and their
service bodies. The interaction and collaborative exchange with NAWS and the World
Board serves our body and helps us prepare for the WSC and supports Fellowship
development.”
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Discussion- Zonal representation at WSC- ours barely understands that the zonal forum
exists- we have strong regions. TXT msg example- that’s the kind of sharing we need to
do here, share what works. What are the action step we can take to facilitate that
mission? We’re working on our guidelines, but how . . .
What could we do here? In a CAR year, it’s easy, because CAR. Non-CAR year, not so
much. Want to help make it a functioning body.
Dave- again, a reason we have failure to follow through—every year, it’s hosted by a
different region, different facilitators, etc. Needs more structure, administrative
committee dedicated to WSZF for more continuity.
Not a need as a service providing zone, more need for cooperating and sharing what
works.
Art- needs to be some continuity throughout the zone. The mission statement says
training and fellowship development, so in off car year, roundtable discussion, then IBT
for the local fellowship. So, hosting the fellowship at a workshop event for a day in nonCAR year. Administrative body can set the agenda, then get the local fellowship to
present on the topics for workshops for the local fellowship. Is this a step back or a call
to action?
Don—Having been at the first zonal forum, we at the western states got the idea of the
sharing, until lately when I came back, the website hasn’t changed, nothing has
happened? There is potential for change at WSC, but we keep going back to the old
structure, just changing the name, instead of talking about what we could be doing.
Open to the idea of the conference being a planning session at the beginning of the
cycle, but is good to be at the final part of the cycle, and vote. Form follows functionwe’ve been talking about form a lot, I’m ready for function.
Dave Sierra Sage- Are we here to get that training, or is this body here to assist the area
the forum is being held in? How are we sharing this info with our regions? How are we
reaching the groups with this advantages? I see a lot of why our systems re the way they
are, but not a lot of Q about how to change what’s going on in our own areas?
Frank- For example, Alaska is so big, it’s important that we do begin to collaborate. In
Alaska, we need the support of the zone.
Jim- So, denser regions should help sparser regions?
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Frank- Okay, we’re a region, but we’re a zone, like a pacific Northwest zone, because it’s
so rural and remote.
Ken- AZ is the same, we can implement the same type of help here.
Eric—a mission statement is usually tied to a goal. I don’t know if we’ve ever really
discussed the goal—the concept of what a zone is is in flux in relation to NAWS.
Conceptually there will be some goal. What is the goal of WSZF? Where do we see
ourselves in a few years?
Definition of a zone changes. Where a region is such that it is geographically diverse,
like, So Cal is dense all over, and AZ has a couple of dense urban areas and a lot of
remote areas, so how can one see how to represent the other? Just as EDM? Has such
continuity, and So Cal doesn’t necessarily. What can we do as a zone?
Christine—Went to the workshop by Sandy—an activity was to be put out to the
regions, and they were to work on this activity, and bring their info back, it wasn’t about
zonal representation, but that diversity is our strength- concept 2 regions vs concept 3
regions and so on. This is something we were to work on. Portugal zone uses this as a
training tool. Their delegates need to attend their zonal forum 3 times before being sent
to world. Maybe we should focus on the underrepresented areas in our zone- consider
trips to meetings in our areas, like go to Fairbanks
Eric—I hear a lot of articulation of the problem, I try to come up with thoughts for
solutions. This is a sharing forum, the agenda- I don’t see presentations by any of these
regions. I heard snippets about we implemented a text messaging system and people
showed up. I love that. I love to hear more about how Alaska has only 3 bandwidths and
they solve this connection communication problem. Our agenda should be driven by
what each region has found that works. Our greatest strength is that our service
structure is bottom up. This zonal structure didn’t form organically, like our areas grew
into regions. The EDM does what it does because that’s what it needed. We don’t have
to do that. We should do what works for us.
Art—I listened to Sandy’s presentation—regarding broad stroke moves to make the
WSC a planning conference. But slow is a reality in Narcotics Anonymous. Could begin a
zone make it better to work on the CAR? Zone has started to think out of the box. more
can we do to help our primary purpose in NA and to provide services in NA? What we
can be a little different because we’re a smaller body, not a world body. We don’t
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communicate fully. We say let’s do this, but. . . A part of this is taking the action to do
stuff on time. We procrastinate as a zone.
Steven- about the form and function of this body- a Minnesota native transplanted to
Tucson and told him there is a zonal forum. Wow. What do I need to do to get into this?
It’s not really for the general fellowship. Since then, we’ve changed form a closed
session to an open session. I’ve been trying to get local fellowship to come by. People
said they would come, I saw one. The workshops tomorrow will be open. I thought we
need to get Alaska what we are now on the website, and plan for the future.
Dennis- Being the new kid, trying to wrap my head around... one of the things that
would be helpful- the definitions of the acronyms we use, I don’t understand them. Do
we have a glossary? Members of my homegroup say we’re getting misinformation form
world service. Most people have no idea what really happens. Can we have a resource
kit for the new kid on the block?
Tina—My 2nd zonal forum- what I would love to see happen- I take the initiative and ask
questions. What I feel like is this would be an amazing arena for us to learn how to do
the workshops you tell me we should do. I asked Art to do a workshop for us, so I could
see how it’s done. Our region is asking for us to bring back all this stuff, but I don’t know
how to present it. Maybe if we picked a topic from the regional reports, like txt mgs and
workshop on that, it would be good.
Ken—this body needs to move forward. You guys need to say, “this is what we need to
do” and put it in motion.
Tina- what if we left here and I felt like I got something or learned something, I would
fell Dave—I understand we will get to action items tomorrow. About the EDM European
Delegates Meeting—We’ve previously had the European service conference, and the
Asia-Pacific forum. They were created out of need. This forum started, and it was about
being a like-minded voting block. We might not have had a need when we started this
forum, but we have now identified some needs, such as needing to unlearn somethings.
Pre-twelve concept creations are different than post- twelve concept creations. We
shouldn’t close our mind to providing things, but maybe we shouldn’t be a direct service
type body.
Robert- I relate very much to Alaska and these large regions like Arizona and Rio Grande.
I think we’re moving to some form of zonal representation in the world no matter what
we do. This body has the opportunity at this forum to take some actions regarding this
14

direction to take. We should create an admin board and . . . some functions form
around the world. Fund flow this and make it a lot more functioning than it is. At WSC
we’re going to see zonal seating be the way it goes? This body could focus on making
some of that happen.
Rex—I enjoy everyone’s point of view. 6 yrs. ago, this is just going to be a sharing body.
Over the next 5 yrs. I have seen it morph into wanting to do something. There is
something lost in the process of going from one event to the next and next…. We didn’t
finish the mission statement until San Francisco. We’ve talked and planned, but they
don’t make it to the next event. That has to change, or we’re just spinning. Timeline,
people committed, goals, . . .

Western States Zonal Forum Agenda February 23-26,2017
Friday: 2/23/2017 Start Time:

End Time:

What’s Hot: Progressive Roundtables RDA’s Resource Pool for RD’s Leaving
Deleted from Agenda for lack of time & dinner
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Western States Zonal Forum Agenda February 23-26, 2017
Saturday: 2/24/2017 Start Time: 8:30

End Time: 12:30

Planning Sessions: Lack of Trusted Servants/Scanning & Planning Workgroups
Presentation Our Responsibility Trusted Servants
1st Discussion Question
How Did Someone else’s service efforts help you find na
James: I was in a treatment center and a gentlemen gave me a basic text saying you
need it more than most.
Art: I was at a local barber shop to get a haircut and the barber was super nice and
friendly and as I was leaving he gave me a Na card that said do you have a drug problem
contact us this facilitated me reaching out to the Narcotics Anonymous
Steve Sa: I was at an H& I meeting the part of the reading that spoke to was the one that
said one is to many and a thousand is never enough I then went through pretrial
services and attended my first outside mtg and outreach was there
Debra: I was at a speaker meeting and heard the bikers showing up in the distance and
one of them was the speaker for the AA event and I felt like he was telling my story he
then encouraged her to attend Na
George: I was in in an intensive outpatient treatment and the counselor encouraged me
to read the literature
Rex: Attraction to a female that was attending meetings encouraged him to join the
fellowship

Bullet Point of discussion 1 answers







H&I in Texas setting
Barber practicing 12 steps
H&I Jail meeting -coming to Na -Outreach-Family
1977 AA Member suggested Na-Tx
Na Meeting Schedule
Heard Bikers with tattoo who told her story

Out/Pt Tx-1st step Bt(Lt)
Attraction-woman
Discussion Question 2 How do you exercise responsibility to help others find Na
Bonner: Exercises responsibility by not hitting on the newcomer
Ken: Exercises responsibility by showing up to meeting and service commitments early
and leaving late
Rex: Exercises responsibility by giving service mentorship as a way of giving back what
he was given
Dave: My responsibility is the meeting after the meeting or the meeting before the
meeting. I believe this is an important part of recovery when I first came it showed me
many life skills and the members showed their recovery versus telling me
Dave P: Exercises responsibility by reaching out through social media by identifying as
being in recovery and helping people who reach out via pm
Christine: Exercises responsibility through her job where she is part of several drug
programs and making sure literature and the staff is recovery oriented
James: Exercises responsibility by working with different government officials to explain
the differences in the programs and explaining the attraction of Na and I also help
through social media
Bullet Point for discussion 2 answers
 Bt Suggested specific chapter recovery and relapse
 No hitting on newcomers
 Mentorship
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Giving back-helping potential members
Meeting after meeting -Taught basic life skills thru action
Fan b/se social media H.s friends through pm and helping others
Through employment to staff
Pr drug course /district judges
Always an example of recovery

Question: How can we inspire others to become willing to share responsibility for Na
service
Sashua Rio Grande: 1. Mentorship-sponsership-2. Pitching service when sharing and at
announcement /Talking about service affecting your personal recovery
3. Positive reinforcement through compliments and accolades
Rex Central California: 1. Don’t be negative about service-2. Stay positive, give people
room to grow don’t shut people down and handle behaviors appropriately-3Leading and
living by example kind not authoritative
Michal Northern California: 1 Being willing to ask or be inviting -2Letting people know
their qualified for different positions-3 Extending personal invitations and bringing
people to committee meetings encouraging inquisitress
Don San Diego, Imperial : 1Filling the need for trusted servants starts out at the group
level using the different positions at the home group Starting with a greeter-2 Fostering
a step up process in service-3 Not focusing on clicks but on the newcomer
Non-group inputTina Region 51: -1 Watching your behaviors-2having an attitude of gratitude versus
sighing and complaining
Christine: Finding my niche workshops, different committees presenting in a workshop
format
Jane: talks about last slide and our internal Pr and how we present ourselves to each
other and to the world
End of trusted servants section -committee went on break
3

Back from Break

Session Scanning Start time 10.am

Jane: Current issues in the zone
Michael: Rural areas have the least resources so the urban areas can help collaborate
with those rural areas
Eric: asks a question regarding in the zonal forum or their particular region
Jane: Doing planning can be a benefit to the zone as a whole
Dave T: Planning session and or training, talking about the effect on issues but the key
being lack of accountability and leadership
Steve Sa: Whenever I come to a service commitment I go back to my region and
community assembly’s, workshops and spoke to lack of communication from the body
as a whole regarding the agenda and no one talking to me in advance about what was in
place in the agenda
Tina: spoke to looking at our needs
Eric: Suggestion of using the work from yesterday as our scan and turn in a project plan
Jane: It can be whatever the zone wants
George: stated it is a training workshops
Dave: Is confused wither this is a brainstorming session
Steve Sa : Explaining some of the issues. Continuity as a lack of body and zone to zone
continuity or hosting trained rd and ads getting training here and training opportunities
or workshops available for the local hosting community
Dave: proposed a meta project on how to do projects
Eric:1-continuity-2Training rd, ad’s -3Regional presentation with innovation -4
Fellowship development with hosting region

4

Broke into small groups to formulate ideas
Discussion on Items: 1- 4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Training RD’s + AD’s
Lack of Continuity
Regional Presentation with Innovation
Fellowship Development

Voting with stickers held- Members placed two stickers on bullet points that are most
relevant
See photos for results of small group Discussion.
BREAK 11:31am-11:44am – Coffee Provided
Saturday: 2/25/2017 Start Time: 11:45am

End Time: 12:30pm

Tali: Called forum back to order- Workgroups will work within their own workgroup and
discussed bullet points voted on
1. Training RD’s + AD’s – Bonner
 Having admin would benefit us greatly
 Contact list updated regularly –Website/Hard Copies/Yahoo
2. Lack of Continuity
 Create admin body, possibly with fund flow- without fund flow
 Use of technology to meet throughout the year. This is for effectiveness and
accountability
3. Regional Presentation with Innovative
 Open forum session for innovation ideas- target skill presentations
 Develop agenda for next zone current zone
4. Fellowship Development
 Novel use of technology –Telemedicine (7th Tradition question)
 Travel to outlying groups as a body
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Discussion began on Sunday February 26th Agenda
Sunday’s discussion will be on:
 Regional hosting next WSZF
 Finalizing forming workgroup
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WSZF: February 25th, 2017 Saturday 11:00am-

5:15pm

Saturday: 2/25/2017 LUNCH Start Time: 12:30am

End Time: 1:25pm

Session started with Serenity Prayer
Tali lead reviewed:





The Future of the WSC- Feb 2017 Update – POWER POINT PRESENTATION
Objective 4: Already worked on B.) and C.)
Mind Map: Why We Come Together Mind Map/We We Gather
Collaborative Strategic Planning Process

Ideas for Improving our Process between Conferences
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conference Participant (CP) input on NAWS Strategic Plan
Post CP’s ideas to the FTP site throughout the cycle
Use CAR survey to gauge interest in recovery literature, service tools and IDT’s
Survey CP’s to set discussion priorities for web meetings and WSC

Small Group Discussion: Select 2 Ideas for Improving our Process between Conferences.
Small groups will write out answers and submit to Tali
1. What ideas seem most workable to you?
2. Are there any additional ideas that you would like to suggest?
Small Group Discussion: Ended at 2:00pm
Jane lead: Discussion & Decision Making at the WSC :

1.
2.
3.

New Approach for Old Business page: 5
Rename this session CAR Discussion and Decisions
Eliminate formal Old Business
Consider limiting changes to motions that have consensus

 New Approach for New Business page: 6-7
1. CAT-related decisions (remove budget, plans and recommendations and create
its own sessions)
2. New business proposals submitted at the WSC:
3. Deadline for submitted new proposals Wednesday at Noon

4. These proposals are not related to seating regions, budgets or projects
5. List of proposals distributed by Thursday- each proposal to receive yes/no for
consideration-paper or online survey
6. Highest ranking proposals addressed on Friday
7. Discussion began on New Business proposals submitted at the WSC.
Suggestions should be submitted today in paper.
8. Voting Percentages – Recommendations by Board: A straw poll will move to
2/3rds in 2018 of 51% anything 80% an over will be automatic
Objective 4 B.) and C.) was re-visited to define the reason on why we come together
- Discussion began: Solving the cycle- Using survey tools; Suggestions should be
written and submitted
- Discussion: Minorities voice may be lost with out ample time to discuss live;
Suggestion should be written and submitted
- Discussion: Thursday evening- does WB meeting board discuss as a block? Talia
will get back to us with a response.
New Proposals Suggestions
 Report on participants ranking responses; make a recommendation for discussion
and gain concurrence from the body
 Focus discussion most relevant and necessary to consider
 Discuss Friday 2-90min session; end Friday at 6pm Can go to Saturday morning
 Risers or small groups
 Outcome- change practice/policy in Moving Forward or beginning frame for
upcoming discussion in cycle
 Planning oriented conference- prioritize what we spend time discussing and carry
ideas forward to be developed throughout the cycle
- Discussion began
Small Group Discussion
 What new proposal/suggestion seems most workable to you?
 Are there any that seem unworkable?
 Any new thoughts to offer?
Workgroups will discuss until 3:15pm
Saturday: 2/25/2017 BREAK: Start Time: 3:15pm

End Time: 3:45pm

Talia reviewed: NAWS Update
Recovery Literature
Please send and add input to www.na.org/meditationbook & www.na.org/mhmi by
June 1st
- Mental Illness and Mental Health Literature was defined
Service Tools
- Concise, accessible, relevant & adaptable
- Groundbreaking use of Technology
- Social Media as a PR Tool- Discussion
SM is being researched- each and every one for potential members are members
Other 12 step organizations are not using SM for PR
Workshops on SM conducted at local Learning Days- 11th tradition may be violated
/ or should we look at SM as a Development Tool
Should we develop a process focusing on today’s world
SM sites that look like NA- send to stever@na.org or Stephen@na.org /
jane@na.org
- Public NA mentions on SM may be breaking anonymity which is not ok with all
Public Relations and Fellowship Development
-Ask Regional PR who are willing to participate in a project please email jane@na.org
PR project is to assist with collaboration with amongst other in service bodies
Languages: Translated in 29 languages
Some NAWS Services
- Meeting was started in Tahiti
Significant Digits- Free & Subsidized Literature- Prison and local communities
Sign up for periodicals & apps- NA Meeting and NA Recovery Companion
Facilitation webinars & web meeting are happening
Web Meetings – Please jump on board
NA speaks 80 languages
Public Relations – has been used to decriminalize addicts in different culture. Jane
shared her personal story in Vietnam

PR roundtable is currently being talked about
Fellowship Development- Membership Growth can be found at www.na.org/conference
Meetings are located all over the world. Please access more info by contacting NAWS
Jane will email the powerpoint’s discussed to Steve
Regions Around The World
- Africa needs fellowship help
NA Meeting Growth Trend – NA Meeting’s are growing in places with the fewest
resources
US/Canada Fellowship cost $181.49 to maintain
Literature cost is being reviewed
Income by Source: Net Literature Sales 88% and Contributions 12%
Contributions by Donor Type : Larger contributions may lower books but this needs to
be reviewed by financial board within NAWS
Larger zones that are doing conventions contribute fund flow
How the Money was Spent
-

Events 7%
Literature Production & Distribution 33%
Conference Support 24%
Fellowship Development 36%

WCNA 37 – August 30- September 2 Orlando, Florida
What Can I Do?
Provide input on project plans for 2 pieces of literature – Daily meditation book:
www.na.org/meditationbook IP on mental health/mental illness and recovery:
www.na.org/mhmi
Sign up for an e-sub www.na.org/subscribe
Participate in web meeting www.na.org/webinar
Write feedback: wb@na.org
Meeting Ended 5:15pm

Western States Zonal Forum Agenda February 26, 2017
Sunday: 2/26/2017 Start Time: 9:15

End Time: 11:30

Wrap Up/Zonal Time Line/2017 WSZF
Ken- asked to rearrange the schedule in order to do the bidding first
Alaska is the state putting in a bid to host next year’s zonal forum
George: mentioned how Alaska has a strong loving scrappy fellowship and would be a
great place to host the zonal forum
Tina: Talked about agreeing with Alaska being a good place to host them and the ability
to host then and their capability to host them
Ken: Spoke about it needing to be able to be the week in January due to the CAT
Dave T: Every time we so this conference there is a world board meeting and the
scheduling has to be scheduled around that
Steven Sa: Asked if there was any other regions that would like to host
None did
Steve: Clarified that the hosting city would need to have two facilitators
Frank: Stated that they had 1 Doug d and could probably get more
It was decided that Alaska is hosting the next zonal forum
Frank: suggested a location of a hot springs but it was decided to keep it in the city
Rex: Since were going to be in the city make a suggestion to do workshops for the local
fellowships
Eric: What would that look like
Rex: learning day, Gsr training day, maybe Friday and business on Saturday
Art: give frank an opportunity to plan it out- communicate via google link about Friday
fellowship development
Christine: Would be willing to stay a couple extra days for fellowship development
Don: Maybe coming in Thursday would be a way to incorporate everything that needs to
get done

Tina: States I would be willing to come earlier to help plan
Don: Making sure to block out time for forming admin body and other business
Michael: The impact of the agenda and how it impacts everything and talking about
coming on Thursday and having a Friday learning day
Ken-Talked about how historically there is a California collaboration that happens at
these events
Dave T: What we need to talk about now is the length of time
Frank: Spoke about public relations – maybe 2 hours on Friday
The facilitators commented on the theme of moving the event to the and a motion was
put in place
Motion: Move the beginning of the Western States Zonal Forum to Thursday Call to
vote---12 delegates for vote passed
Art: California collaboration coming in on a Wednesday to do to do California
collaboration and fellowship development
Ian: Misunderstood the vote thinking business was going on Friday
George: remember that there is a time difference Alaska is behind every one in time
zones and also that there is no board meeting for world in January they are meeting in
December and February
Rex: Made the suggestion of Thursday for work-Friday learning day- Saturday for NAWS
Dave T : Talks about not being so restrictive when it comes to set days
Eric: Spoke about concerns regarding being incredibly compressed and trying to get a
different time
Discussion over that
Eric: Not sure if a professional’s day meets the criteria of the zonal mission statement
Steven Sa: Talks about being able to split up the 8-hour block of time allotted to NAWS
Dave T: Referenced Eric’s comment above stating that the professional’s day would fall
under the mission statement and fellowship development regarding helping members
with PR
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Steve Sa: Asks about Zonal Flight time
George: Commenting about how the earliest get there at 4pm
Christine: stated the cheapest she could find got there at midnight
Michael: Talked about Thursday planning and the agenda
Frank: Stated that there is multiple flights available at different times they all just might
not be a direct connect flight
Art: Talks about Thursday being California collaboration and work body groups and
Friday moving on to other stuff
Steve Sa : Spoke about doing regional reports
Don: Doing reports maybe Thursday evening or maybe as frank said splitting it up with
the fellowship day
Frank: Suggested a banquet dinner and speaker
Eric: Feels there is a lot of circular conversations is going on think we should make
different decisions about start and start time and other processes
Eric-2 suggestions time Thursday at 1 o’clock or Thursday 5-6 o’clock
Motions: Thursday Start time -6 votes for 1 o’clock and 4 for 5-6 o’clock
Thursday at 1 o’clock passed
Discussion about What the time blocks should be:
Eric: Regarding open forum and innovative ideas and presentations during that aspect
Christine: Made a comment about the mass text and gathering info about that
Eric: Made a request to make special presentations during open forum
Frank: Spoke about doing programming and having formal bullets in the presentations
Michael: Spoke about the mass text as well and also reiterated the need to find out
more information
Eric: Respectfully disagreed with Michael’s statement saying that the regions bring open
forum presentations
3

Frank: Talks about how Steve Sa didn’t get feedback and how that would apply to any
presentation setup as well
Rex: Spoke about how they created a workgroup yesterday that related to that
Dave T: Believes the workgroup should handle this matter
Julie: Believes the zonal forum should create a loose agenda and move forward
Eric: Clarified 2 loose content agenda matters -Regional Presentation and Open Forum
Dave P : Made a comment about his concerns over the zonal forum maybe having to
grand of expectations regarding next year
Other Alaskan delegate: agreed to be a point of contact for the formal presentations
George: Talked about being totally for the CAR and the CAT so that there can be healthy
discourse versus being taught the CAR
Western States Zonal Forum Agenda Approved-Items on Agenda











CAR / CAT
Admin Workgroup
Regional Reports/ Bulleted-Highlighted-New info
Open Forum/ New name of Sharing Session
Regional innovations / Presentation
Local Fellowship Development
Ad/Rd Training
Technology
Open to local fellowship Banquet Dinner
Next Year’s Agenda

Agenda Topics:
Reports:
Ian: asked why they read reports
Steven Sa: Participation and doing things electronically
Ian: States doing reports is a waste of time
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James: suggested not to read the whole reports but the highlights so any questions can
be asked- maybe 5 mins per person
Julie: Prefers hearing it to seeing it and giving their highlights
Dave T: thinks the reports could be more streamlined and bulleted with highlights since
the past forum
Decision was made to streamline the reports and have the delegates go over the
highlights
Open Forum:
Dave T: Asked open forum to be clarified
Christine: Says there should be a time limit
Ken: Suggested should be open to the hosting region
RD/AD Training
Christine: Providing contacts -information at the event to new AD’S and RD’s
Art: The NAWS information can be considered RD/AD
Open to local fellowship/Banquet dinner:
Dave T: Selling by host body banquet tickets
Julie: Recovery related event
Overall Agenda
Dave P: Concerns about putting all this on a hosting body
Agenda Set-Western states zonal forum agenda 2018
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Workgroups:
Admin Workgroup
Ken: Who would be willing to chair the Admin workgroup
Workgroup











Chair-Julie
Steven
George
Don
Eric
Steven Sa
Art
Christine
Michael
Sashua

Eric- the goal would be to have an admin body by 2019
Workgroup-Lack of continuity and use of technology to meet throughout the year
Dave-Said the California collaboration is doing some investigation on this matter and
will share any info with the admin body
Eric: Stated worry about the zonal forum not communicating throughout the year
George: Talked about creating a Western States Zonal discussion room on the NAWS
discussion Board-Gathering info
Jane: commented that it would be a matter for the It department of world and spoke
about monitoring issues
Dave T: Mentioned admin being the more important group in his mind and that he’d
be willing to create a Facebook group to help the zonal forum communicate
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Ken -Stated do we want to create a technology work group
Eric: would all the technology stuff come under the sphere of the work group
Frank: mentioned all the innovative ideas
Technology Workgroup Passed












Chair-Tina
Dave T
Eric
Dennis
Michael
Ian
Frank
James
Deb
Dave P
Steve Sa

Julie: Felt like there was something missing regarding the presentations
Dave T: Said maybe just listen to the body and find out what their excited about and the
hosing body can plan presentations, soliciting and so forth
Tina: Mentioned the mass texting does not need to have a presentation
Other Alaskan Delegate-Mentioned being a point of contact and finding out what the
body wants
Discussion about the workgroups being open to other people
Decision was only if needed
Workgroup Guidelines- Part of admins responsibilities
End of session-Closed with the Serenity Prayer
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Alaska Region
WSZF REPORT February 23, 2017

Greetings from the Alaskan Delegate Team,

I would like to introduce the newly elected AD Dave S. He is from Fairbanks Alaska and
has previously served as Area co-chair, RCM, Regional convention chair, and as an ad-hoc chair
delegated to design an Area toolkit/orientation guide for new member at the ASC. He is an asset
to our Zone – please help me extend a welcoming hand.
The Alaska Region consists of three current active areas (Anchorage, Kenai, and
Fairbanks). In addition, there are meetings in outlying locations within the Region. These
meetings are being held in remote and or small towns/villages off the road system. Such places
include Homer, Kodiak, Seward, Sitka, Ketchikan, Palmer, Juneau, Barrow, Valdez and Wasilla.
These remote towns do not attend region and do not have active service committee. Wasilla is
part of Anchorage Area and the Barrow group is part of Fairbank’s Golden Heart Area.
Our Region meets quarterly via teleconference. Juneau has not been active at Region and
the Delegate team is working delicately to have their voice heard, but Juneau did not voice any
positions on the last CAR. And we hope to have them involved on the next CAR/CAT. In
Addition, it was a struggle for the Delegate Team to get CAR/CAT votes in from the other
Outlying groups. One chief complaint was that the material was too complex to take in for these
small groups that were fighting to keep their doors open. Our strongest Areas in the Region are
Anchorage, Kenai and Fairbanks. Our Regional convention rotates among these three Areas. Our
Regional convention it October 2017 and will be hosted by the Anchorage Area. All are
welcome!
We have been struggling as a Region and in our Areas to fill service commitments.
However, we have made improvements in this domain since last WSZF by still electing trusted
servants who are unfamiliar with the service positions but mentoring them and helping them

understand their responsibilities. We would like to get suggestions on how to make service more
attractive and how you attract members.
Anchorage and the Valley (Wasilla & Palmer) have been having Group Support Forums
and they report that it is working well.
The Region has an active PI chair and, a pro temped H&I chair, which a vote has gone to
the groups to waive the clean time requirement for the position. Regional positions still struggle
to be filled and rotated.
The Alaskan RD team would like to share with the WSZF AK Regions strengths as well
as weaknesses with the hope that we can share what is working well within our Region as well
to glean experiences from other Regions so we can help grow NA in Alaska. We would like
suggestions to how best get out reach our rural, remote, and outlying areas and with novel ways
to get members involved in service in our established Areas.
Some of our strengths include:


We have a budget process.



We have three strong Areas.



We have a Regional phone line and website that we share.



We have Regional wide insurance policy protecting groups and events from liability.



We have an annual Regional convention, Area Campouts, and strong events.

Some of our weaknesses include:


Fellowship development is limited.



We struggle with filling our Regional positions.



We struggle with reaching geographically remote regions: there are currently no meetings
in Nome, Dillingham, and Bethel, which are major hubs.



Anchorage struggles with fund raising and filling service positions.



Certain Area holding onto excess funds.

Some things that are happening include:


Anchorage Area has incorporated GSF into its guidelines. It promotes discussion and
ripe conscience/understanding and is doing well.



There are both Valley and Anchorage GSF bodies.



There is an outreach effort to support struggling groups that came out of the Valley GSF.



Barrow recently held a PI event where two NA speakers were brought up from
Anchorage to provide multiple PI presentations. One of the presentations was to the
Presbytery USA’s stated clerk and the Kivig celebration. We had a booth for 3 days

providing IP’s, little white books, introduction guides, and meeting starter kits for the
attending villages.


We began a work group to develop Alaska state wide video conferenced meetings.

Lastly, we would like the WSZF to be hosted in Fairbanks Alaska in 2018. The Golden Heart
Area in Fairbanks, Alaska voted unanimously to host the forum next year and it is our hope to
propose a bid at this conference.
In Fellowship,
Alaskan Delegates - Frank P. & Dave S.

To: Western States Zonal Forum
From: Stephen S., Regional Delegate
Re: Arizona Regional Report 2017
Date: February 11, 2017

Trusted Servants:
The Arizona Region is geographically diverse from sandy deserts, juniper, pine, and to high snowy
deserts. Unfortunately, we are not as a diverse in our meetings with only one Spanish speaking meeting
albeit we are multicultural throughout our region and maintaining a meeting list with over 400 regular
meeting which about 160 groups support. We’ve decided to go to each ASC to introduce ourselves and
gather input on the Literature survey and as we’ve gone around the general knowledge of the CAR/CAT
is lacking. There certainly always will be new members to educate and consistent teaching thru
Assemblies and TSLDs are import and ongoing. We have been holding assemblies in growing rural
communities to fan the flame of service. The RD Team continues to follow the Participants Board and
attend webinars presented to the Delegates and the general fellowship

 The Arizona Region has donated 10s of thousands of dollars to NAWS over the years and we’ll
be having a Planning Assembly to see if we can utilize funds here in the region for FD (Fellowship
Development). The lack of participation is always a struggle and getting informed by fliers is our
next step for the FD Workgroup and maybe text or email blast.
 Hospitals & Institutions has been attempting to start a relationship with the Arizona State Prisons
where the comm. could have a position that could coordinate clearances throughout the State. The
region would develop and maintain the service relationship while the areas would supply the
members. The Sponsorship Behind the walls program is ongoing and now Areas are supporting
thru their respective committees. H & I is a resource for over 60 facilities in the region.
 Public Relations has been reworking its service as the umbrella model taking on webservant and
meeting directories committees. In the past there were working separately and together there’s
more communication and continuity of services.

 ARCNA had its 30 convention with 30 speakers throughout the 3 days and a great attendance. The
region signed a multiyear contract and thru audits found we were getting charged for items that
were supposed to be free. Our Committee and BOD are seeking renegotiations and/or amendments
to the current contract and then a new contract.
 Arizona BOD has now started two committees Financial Oversight and Policy. While the financial
is new and invites all the Area Treasures to attend and Policy is ongoing and taking on a lot of new
tasks. We’ve found out no one in Arizona under the age of 21 can participate in a raffle or other
game of chance. There is now a dos & don’ts list for contracts and will be generating more of
these type of documents for the members in our fellowship. Finally, we’ve found out in the State
of Arizona, all BOD decisions should be parliamentarian and not consensus-based.

Any

descending votes need to be recorded in the minutes for liability matters.
 WSLD (Western Service Learning Days) will be held in the Arizona Region, Phoenix is the city
and October of 2018 with no firm date, yet. We’ve started to have planning meetings with
administration elections. Thanks for the forwarding of funds from the previous Learning Days
and we’re setting up a separate bank account. As soon as we get a facility and date we’ll start
sending info thru the service conduit.

In loving service, Arizona RD Team
Stephen S. ‘Definitely’
Deborah G.

Southern California Region
WSZF REPORT February 24, 2017
We have a total of 21 areas in our Region (Including Spanish Speaking). Our region has approximately
1280 English speaking meetings, and 170 Spanish Speaking meetings.
Our RSC meets every month on the third Sunday. We have standing committees that provide direct
services on behalf of our Areas in our Region.
Christine and I have done the Southern California Regional Assembly Workshop (S.C.R.A.W.) on
February, 11, 2017. For the second time, we are doing a “Phone Blast” to all the GSR’s in the Region,
reminding them of their duties and letting them know we hope to see them at the S.C.R.A.W. We are
hoping this gets people to attend other than the “usual” crowd of service enthusiast’s
.
Our RD Team Budget is just $2,500 for 2017 in a non-conference year. We attended the WSC, the
MZSSNA in Milwaukee, WI and the WSLD in San Diego, CA in 2016, and plan to attend WSLD in
Monterey, CA in October.
Activities Committee: Our Region now has a full committee and is getting ready to plan events for
2017. It is also working with member areas to host events in conjunction with the committee. This is a
possibility for the New Year’s Eve event.
Hospitals and Institutions: Our region hosts 543 panels including L.A. County Men’s and Women’s
Jail, and Chino, Norco, and CIW (Women) Prisons. They have an annual budget of $15,000 for
literature.
Sponsorship Behind The Walls: The SBTW committee is very busy with requests from inmates who
wish to find recovery. They have 114 Sponsors and 220 assigned Sponsees. There are currently 3
member Areas that have their own SBTW committees that report to the regional committee and have 52
Sponsors and 106 assigned Sponsees.
Public Information: The committee continues to reach out and inform the community about Narcotics
Anonymous. This is also the committee that coordinates the facilitation of requests for presentations.
They also continue in their efforts to do presentations, booth sittings, and community television and
radio PSA’s.
Phone Lines: Our phone line committee is struggling with attendance of area representation. It is
currently operating a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 888 numbers in English and Spanish with live
addicts answering the phones with a different day of the week hosted by a member Area. We are
continuing to use an internet based phone services.

Website Committee: This committee is responsible for updating the SCR meeting directory and uses
BMLT as the tool. They also update and post all of the Area & regional events to the Event Calendar.
Our website address is: www.todayna.org. All of our Areas websites are hosted and linked to the
Regional website.
Convention Committee: The Convention committee had a successful event which was held
Thanksgiving weekend, in Pomona, CA, November 25-27, 2016, with a “Speaker Jam” held on
Thanksgiving Day at the Sheraton Fairplex Hotel. The 2017 convention will be held at the same venue.
Youth: This committee is doing very well. They will put on their annual “Clean not Dead” event at the
beach this year and will put on a Haunted House together with an area in the region.

Cruise Committee: This event is traveling on an eight day/ seven night cruise on the Norwegian Cruise
Lines ship, "The Norwegian Star”. The cruise will be departing from the Port of Los Angeles, with
destinations of Puerto Vallarta, Mazatlán, and Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. Cruise dates are March 18th 25th, 2018. The theme is "Anyone Can Join Us". This is the 10th Cruise and they are looking to make it
a big celebration.

In Service,
Art A. and Christine B.-S.
RD Team, Southern California

Central California Region of Narcotics Anonymous
Western States Zonal Form Report
February 2017
CCRNA RSC meets the 3rd Sunday of January, April, July and October at 272 N. Olive St. Ventura,
CA
CCRNA is made up of five areas with approximately 325 meetings a week.
County Line Area: approximately 20 meetings a week in the following communities;
Simi Valley, Moorpark, Thousand Oaks, Westlake Village, Newberry Park (Southeastern Ventura County
& Westlake Village is in Los Angeles County)
Services provided by the area include: Monthly ASC, Literature, Activities, Public Relation, Website and
Helpline
Gold Coast Area: approximately 57 meetings a week
Ventura, Oxnard, Camarillo, Santa Paula, Ojai (Southwestern Ventura County)
Services provided by the area include: Monthly ASC, Literature, Activities, Public Information, Website,
H&I, and Helpline
Kern County Area: approximately 83 meetings a week
Bakersfield, Tehachapi, Taft, Wasco, Delano, Lamont, McFarland, Maricopa and Lake Isabella (All of
Kern County except 4 of the most eastern towns of Mojave, California City, Ridgecrest and Rosamond)
Services provided by the area include: Monthly ASC, Literature, Activities, Public Relations, Website, H&I,
Helpline
Central Coast Area: approximately 134 meetings a week
Arroyo Grande, Atascadero, Grover Beach, Lockwood, Lompoc, Morro Bay, Paso Robles, Orcutt, Pismo,
San Louis Obispo, Santa Maria, Solvang, San Miguel (Northern Santa Barbara and All of San Luis
Obispo County)
Services provided by the area include: Monthly ASC, Literature, Activities, Public Information, Website,
H&I, and Helpline
Santa Barbara - approximately 31 meetings a week
Santa Barbara, Santa Ynez (Southern Santa Barbara County)
Services provided by the area include: Monthly ASC, Literature, Activities, Public Relations, Website, H&I,
and Helpline
REGIONAL SUBCOMMITTEES
CCC&E INC.
The CCC&E Inc. oversees the functions of Central California Region Convention and has been in
existence for 8 years. February 17 – 19th CCRNA will be enjoying our 25th Convention. This will be our 4th
year for badge only convention. The registration has increase along with being a sustainable event. At
this year’s convention we will have to workshops on the NAWS Updates & Guided Principle worksheet.

Sponsorship Behind The Wall
The committee has stopped functioning with monthly meetings and the rotation of trusted servants. There
isn’t anyone that wants to hold a committee position. The membership involve with corresponding with
inmate continue to function.
H&I
Our regional committee has dissolved because no one is willing to serve on the committee. We have 186
panels into 46 facilities in CCRNA.
Region Updates
Regional Assembly
CCRNA will have our Regional Assembly on March 18th. The topics and workshops will be Mental HealthMental Illness IP, Spiritual Principle a Day Meditation Book, Atmosphere of Recovery in Service, Guiding
Principles, . We anticipate having 50+ group delegates and interested members at our weekend
assembly.
Regional Services
Our region provides our area’s with insurance coverage. We maintain a regional website. We continue to
provide RCM training on current conference topics so our areas will stay informed and up to date.
Regional Highlights
We have experienced the dissolving of our 2 regional sub-committees through lack of volunteers willing to
serve on these committees. We are looking to reinvent our H&I committee to some sort of a PR forum
where we can offer support and guidance to our Area’s. Our RSC continues to function with all positions
filled. Our Region is complete funded by our Area’s contributions.
RD Rex J 661-477-2685 rex.r@att.net

AD Mike H 661-305-4367 mmyhart@hotmail.com

Pacific Cascade Regional Report to the WSZF 2017

Greetings folks,
Welcome Ian Tover as the new AD and a new father to a beautiful baby boy Kenan.
Our Region meets four times a year and each quarter we travel around the state of Oregon wherever
the hosting Area takes us. We recently lost an Area which takes us back to 17. I did not count them, but I
estimate we have about 450 weekly meetings Region-wide. We budget for about $17,000 in expenses
and usually bring in more than expected. This quarter we have almost $4500 to pass on to NAWS. We
conduct business using CBDM and have been incorporated for about five years now. We pay our taxes.
We have trouble keeping all positions filled.
Concerning committees, we have a C&C (conferences and conventions), which handles the hosting of
our RSC’s, the Regional Convention which is the first weekend in May this year, and PNW. We will host
PNW 41 the last weekend in October of 2018 in Clackamas Oregon.
We have an Activities Committee which is mostly just a sharing session, though we have put on a
regional campout the last few years. It may come to an end.
H&I meets under our Version of a PR umbrella. We have a region-wide sponsorship behind the walls
committee. This committee is also mostly a sharing session but does put on a Learning Day each April in
conjunction with the RSC weekend.
Lastly, Ian and I did the three IDT workshops with almost 40 people in attendance. This is an
improvement from the average 10 people that we get at our assemblies. I tried something a little
different this last quarter and started at noon instead of 8-9am. It has never made sense to me why we
start so early when after a decade it is clear that most people cannot afford to drive down the night
before and stay two nights. It seemed to work out better from the feedback I received. Ian and I also did
the NAWS environmental scan the following day at the RSC, and it took us a little over an hour.
Yours in Service,
Dave P.

WSZF 2017 Region 51 Report
From our Treasurer:
We donated $ 10,300.00 to NAWS this last year. Our bank has an average of $16,000.00 in it at any
time. We keep $1,200.00 in the savings account.
We keep a prudent reserve of 17004.43 which is 2 months of financial responsibility for region.
Region 51 manages all the funding and resources for H and I , PR, the Regional Delegates.
Our bills are the NA hot line, the storage, the meeting schedules, the website. . The H and I budget
for literature etc. We hold the insurance for the region and for all the meetings and events.
Region 51 filed the taxes for $45,844.34 in revenue for the year
From our Regional Convention Committee
Convention committee is progressing well. The first fundraiser/awareness event is being planned
and we will have info out to the fellowship soon.
This year's Convention, "What happens in Region 51 is... The Spirit of Love" will be at The Orleans
Hotel & Casino October 13-15, 2017.
Registration will be available soon at www.Region51na.org
We'll be kicking off the event with a Speaker Jam on Thursday, October 12; this a free event!
Flyers will hopefully be sent to all the regions in our zone, and we hope you all will join us in a
celebration of recovery.
From our Sponsorship Behind the Walls Committee:
The Region 51 Sponsorship Behind the Walls subcommittee currently meets once a month. We now
have approximately 9 sponsor's/letter writers and each of us has an average of 2 sponsees. We
serve addicts in any state or country who write to us and want to be sponsored through the steps of
Narcotics Anonymous.
We have a dedicated PO Box so that all of our correspondence is directed through a central point of
contact. We have a committee of 5 officers and have formed our own guidelines. We have sponsors
outside of Las Vegas also.
We have been approved by the Nevada DOC as a volunteer organization and because of that we have
a connection to the staff and wardens of all state prisons in Nevada.

For the last 2 years, the R51 Sponsorship Behind the Walls committee has been the host presenter
for Sponsorship Behind the Walls at the WSLD.
Sponsorship Behind the Walls is the fastest growing type of service to our fellowship in the United
States. It is greatly needed as the majority of SBTW committees throughout the US do not have
enough willing sponsors and consequently, have a backlog of requests.

Those of us who have committed to sponsoring inmates have found this service to be extremely
rewarding personally. We are proud to be carrying the message of NA to those who otherwise would
never know that as addicts we can recover no matter who we are or where we are.

From our Public Relations Committee:
The Public Relations Regional Committee has experienced significant change and growth in these
last few years.
We are attending Community Fairs and providing Professional Trainings regularly that educate the
public and partners on our services offered.
We have more than doubled the amount of literature racks in Southern Nevada and are currently
servicing more than 25.
We have a new website that is offering the Basic Meeting Locator Technology (BMLT) services. These
services are GPS driven which allows for access to any local meetings regardless of where the
member is.
Our membership development efforts are paying off with our Spanish meetings enjoying a higher
regular turnout due to changes in their format.
In addition, we were invited to start a meeting at the Paiute Reservation in MOAPA. This will be a
regular NA meeting with support from those in Las Vegas with the clean time, recovery and
willingness to travel weekly for this meeting. There is currently little to no recovery in that region.
Our Text Messaging system has 300 contacts. We use these alerts for meeting changes, save the
dates and event reminders. There has been a sharp increase in event attendance.
We are planning a learning days for our rural homegroups in Pahrump, NYE County. This is in
addition to the large learning days event scheduled for MAY.
We serve 5 Areas. Southern Nevada, South Valley, North by Northwest, Southern Utah and
California Arizona Nevada (CAN) area.

From our Hospitals & Institutions Committee:
Hospitals and Institutions is currently serving 25 panels. 15 of those are lockdown facilities. 13 of
those positions are in need of new panel leaders. They are being serviced at this time while we wait
for new volunteers to step up. Our vice chair position is open.
We have no serious issues to report at this time. There are always questions on the do’s and don'ts
for our panel leaders. I'm corresponding with Elayne W at world to get accurate information for
them.
I (Tammy R., Chair) am currently working on a two hour presentation for our learning days coming
up for our region. I am in contact with 3 H&I service members on the world level to coordinate a
presentation that best fits our region’s needs.

From Us, The RD Team:
First of all I would like to introduce Denis W., our new AD. Since Denis and I have been working
together we have been able to host an IDT workshop at our Regional Convention last October. Art
came out and helped us with it since it was our very first “RD Team thing”! His support and love
were very much appreciated. Nick from WSO was also there to help guide us. I must of called him at
least 10 times and he was nothing short of amazing.
We attended WSLD in San Diego and look forward to Monterey! San Diego did an excellent job at
putting on that event. We learned a lot. The free download of all the meetings was awesome! I have
listened to them numerous times. Great resource.
We have also just completed facilitating an area inventory with one of the areas in our Region. We
are hoping that more areas will reach out to us and asked us to host an inventory with them. We
feel this was extremely successful and it definitely helped us in our facilitating skills.
Right now we are in the midst of planning our Regional Assembly for May 21, 2017. Since this is a
nonconference year we are going to use this Regional Assembly as a Learning Days/Service Palooza
event. At this event all subcommittees that serve Region 51 will come together to create what we
hope to be a fun filled, service sparking event! We are also looking to ask anyone in our Zone that
would like to come out and participate in this event with us to let us know. It seems like when we
have new/fresh blood from outside our Region it really draws a crowd.
One challenge that our Region is facing is that we have 2 areas in our Region that feel like islands.
One is the Southern Utah Area of NA (SUA), they are located approx. 2 hours from the Las Vegas
valley. The other is the California Arizona Nevada (CAN) Area, approx. 1.5 to 2 hours away from the
LV valley. Both these areas definitely feel disconnected from the Region. I am not sure if it is just
distance that does that or what, but we want to get to a place where they feel supported and loved
by the Region they are a part of. As an attempt to fuel unity we have decided as a Region that our
RSC will rotate to both of these areas at least once a year. Our first meeting on this new rotation will
be in So. Utah in March. Fingers crossed that this helps! We would love any input on how to help
this situation.

In Loving ServiceTina N. & Denis W.
Region 51

WSZF REPORT
Greetings fellow delegates and alternates, this is a brief report on what has been
going on in our region for the past year.
Our regional PR Subcommittee has been active now for over a year and has
progressed well, in my opinion, despite some hiccups in leadership. We chose to use
the umbrella system making our PI, H&I, Website, Phoneline and NABTW
subcommittees working groups of the PR Subcommittee. We have experienced better
communication and collaboration between these service bodies. In the last few months
we added two new workgroups; a Mobile Meeting and a Youth Workgroup. The purpose
of the Mobile Meeting workgroup is to provide meetings to those members unable to
attend regular meetings due to health issues; at home or in hospitals or rehab centers.
The purpose of the Youth Workgroup is to involve younger members in PR service work
beginning with focusing on school presentations.
Our Phoneline Workgroup has begun to institute a new system whereby
members can answer calls directly from their cell phones rather than having to be
physically be present at our RSO. The new system is planned to be implemented in
March.
Our RSO BOD has an ad hoc committee looking into the pricing policy of our
literature sales. Increases were made that have resulted in a surplus of money. A BT in
our region presently costs $15.95.
Our RSC is presently going over the scan sent out by the WB and it has been
passed on to our areas as well.
Looking forward to seeing you all this weekend.
Dave T. / Regional Delegate 858-380-9345
Don S. / Regional Delegate Alternate 619-792-8542

Washington / North Idaho Region

Report for Western States Zonal Forum
Feb24-26, 2017

Hello all:

Apologies abound for getting this in this late and in this format. Time, as of
late, has been mighty precious with me. Not lots to report but the following
bulleted items comprise our Region’s report:

WNIRNA Service Committee meets quarterly Jan/Apr/Jul/Oct in
Ellensburg, Wa, which is more or less the geographical center of region.
We convene on the 2nd Friday of each quarter month starting with an
Admin Mtg at 7pm, to address a plan of action, followed with the full RSC
8-11pm. We have an RCM Sharing Meeting (per our guidelines)
afterwards at a nearby restaurant to fellowship with anyone interested.
Saturday we convene from 8:30-10am usually with 90min of RD Time for
discussion or workshops. We break from 10am-2pm for All Subs where
as many ASC sub-committee chairs who bother to come show up to
meet/discuss/plan/act. RSC reconvenes at 2pm for continued Open
Forum/Old Business/New Business. We are usually done by 4pm.
Our Sponsorship Behind the Walls sub-committee continues. It was
formed by our now Regional H&I Chair.
Our RSC is forming an Ad-hoc sub-committee devoted to updating our
guidelines. Bonner & George have both attempted to update those
affecting the RD/AD positions with mostly successful results.
WNIRNA guidelines stipulate that we inventory ourselves during April
RSC in ODD years. We did not inventory ourselves in 2015 nor as of yet
in 2017, last time done was in 2013. We motioned/approved during
October RSC to conduct our Regional Inventory during July 2017 RSC.
Deb N from BCRNA has agreed to conduct it, yet is unsure whether she
can make it for Friday night’s session. Anyone interested in conducting
our RSC inventory, PLEASE SEE BONNER and/or GEORGE. Dates July1415, 2017. Travel/Hotel/Per diem accommodated.

WNIRNA has a new LSC that formed in a mostly rural area: the Jefferson
County Local Service Conference! They are following the Service System
Project set-up and have thus far been successful in delegating service
positions A-N-N-N-D delivering services in the form of H&I panels to the
local Jefferson Co Jail & local treatment centers, as well. Their GSF also
follows the SSP and has likewise been successful. Kudos to the JeffCo LSC,
we wish them continued success…!
The AD to RD transition takes place during July RSC ODD years. George
B-H is up to the task.
Boyd P & Chris B are coming from N.Carolina to present the Early History
of NA and the History of the Basic Text workshops during our annual
kick-arse convention, Clean & Free by the Sea, Mar9-12, 2017, Ocean
Shores Wa. Per our guidelines the RD team is to present IDT or CAR
workshops at this convention. We, the RSC, opted to have the History
workshop presentations in lieu of any specific RD workshop.
The RD has presented the Guiding Principles IDT workshop in three
Areas & once during Jan Literature All Subs with much success. The RD
team presented the Atmosphere of Recovery in Service IDT during RD
Time last Jan successfully, as well. We plan to present the 3rd IDT:
Applying Spiritual Principles to Social Media & Technology at April’s RSC.
Lastly we sent up $42,344.31 as our annual NAWS contribution.
Respectfully submitted, in loving service:
Bonner S, RD, WNIR

206-850-DIRT(3478)

George B-H, AD, WNIR
206-419-3739

Hello Everyone,
It’s a pleasure to be traveling to Arizona for WSZF 2017!
Our region has stayed relatively stable, with around 1,700 meetings per week.
We continue to have 23 areas, active attendance at Region, a fully staffed
administrative staff including all sub-committees, and a thriving Regional Service
Office. The Regional Service Office sells literature to our areas, as well as carries
insurance for all meetings listed in our Regional Directory, and for events
requiring insurance throughout the Region.
Our Region meets officially eight times per year - with off months often used as
administrative for planning sessions, reviews, goal setting, and training. And
while this is an off-cycle conference year (no World Service Conference, and
therefore no CAR/CAT), our Region has maintained a high level of interest in
goings-on at NAWS and around the world. At our last Region, Sandy from the
ABCD Region joined us by webinar, to present her workshop on the World Service
Conference and the Future of the WSC.
Action Plan: Following the model of the WSC, each year we develop an Action
Plan. We conduct a scan, we have a Regional planning meeting (using some of
the same techniques used at the WSC for things like prioritization), and the
administrative staff works with what the Region tells us to develop the plan. This
year’s plan focuses on the following goals: Finding Effective Leadership, Creating
an Atmosphere of Recovery in Service, Apathy in Service, Technology, H&I and
Outreach to the Medical Community, and Demographic Data. We turn our goals
into Project Plans, and we review those project plans mid-year to see how we are
doing, where we are serving our goals and where there is still work to do.

NCCNA 39: Our regional convention will be held April 13-16, 2017 in Sacramento,
CA. It’s always a rollicking affair, and we encourage folks from all Regions to come
visit us. As usual we have our Friday afternoon professionals meeting to kick
things off. This year, the NCCNA committee is also trying a “combo registration”
offering, where attendees can purchase a pass along with a bundle that includes a
T-shirt and attendance at ticketed events, at a discount. The events list this year is
stellar – music, karaoke, a 5k run, and even a golf tournament. And we’re
bringing in Boyd and Chris, who presented on the History of NA for WSC, to give
some of their amazing “History of NA” presentations too. Check out
http://norcalna.org/nccna.php for all the details and registration information.
Circle of Sisters XXI 2018: Our Region is also hosting of the Circle of Sisters
convention in 2018. While still in the early planning stages, it is an honor to be a
part of putting on this esteemed event. For more details, visit
http://www.circleofsisters.org.
And finally, as an RD/AD team, we are fortunate to be blessed with the support of
our Region to be funded to attend service events across the country. Since the
WSC, we’ve been to the Multi Zonal Service Symposium, Western Service
Learning Days, and now here to WSZF. It’s truly an honor for us to serve this
Region, its Areas, and all its Members.
With gratitude,
Eric B. and Michael F

Date:

February 23,2017

To:

CMSR Report to Western States Zonal Forum 2017

Hello All,
The California Mid-State Region of Narcotics Anonymous is located in the heart
Central Valley of California. The Region runs from Galt in the north (south of
Porterville in the south (north of Bakersfield) and from the Gold Rush towns of
the east to the edge of the Coastal Range in the west. Our Region is comprised of
Areas which include a variety of living environments ranging from the rural, small
several major metropolitan areas.

of the Great
Sacramento) to
the Sierras in
eight
towns to

California Mid-State Regional Service Committee, (CMSRSC), meets monthly on a
rotating meeting location schedule. We currently have 8 areas which have more than 400
groups. We host a biannual convention and have a Behind the Walls Sponsorship program.
Our Regional Insurance Policy covers all of the recovery meetings and most of the Group and Area events with
one annual premium. Events over (500) or contact sports usually incur an additional charge. (Our Regional
Convention coverage historically has been an additional $500.00.)
We have had a Not-for-Profit status since 2010. We file Federal and State taxes yearly using a CPA.
The Delegate team visits each ASC annually for an update and an invitation to the area to call on us for
whatever they may need.
The Delegate team hosts a professionals meeting at our Regional Convention. At our last professionals meeting
we had four drug court judges forming a panel with the RD team facilitating and an audience of treatment
professionals and law enforcement as well as NA members.
The Delegate team hosts a biannual Regional Assembly. This year it will be held in Tracy California on June
2,3, and 4. Our regional assembly is a geared towards educating trusted servants and giving them tools to help
them better serve.
We just finished updating our regional guidelines and added the Behind the Walls coordinator and an alternate
treasure.
Several positions are unfilled at region currently. RIC and RIC alternate have remained unfilled for several
years now. We had an Alternate Delegate for a short period of time but he took an out of state job and is now
blessing Oregon with his ESH. Currently the AD position remains open.
Yours in Service,
Julie Raines
RD – CMSR

